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 PORTION :  (Lesson 1 and 2) 

1. Choose the correct options:- 

i. The political maps show _____________. 

a) Industries   b) Countries 

ii. The Prime Meridian passes through ___________ in London. 

a) Arctic    b) Greenwich 

iii. Latitudes run ___________ to each other at an equal 

distance. 

a) Parallel   b) Vertical 

iv. The Prime Meridian divides the earth into the ___________ 

Hemisphere and ___________ Hemisphere. 

a) Eastern and Western   b) Southern and Northern 

 

2. Name the following:- 

i) Smallest ocean 

ii) Largest continent 

iii) The network of longitudes and latitudes 

iv) The latitude that lies at 23½º S. 

v) The longest latitude. 
 

3. Match the columns:- 

a. Globe      i. parallels 

b. Green      ii. Meridians 

c. Latitudes     iii. Miniature model 

d. Longitudes     iv. Forest areas 

4. Fill in the blanks:- 

i) The distance between ___________ is equal. 

ii) _____________lines are not parallel to each other. 

iii) Maps present more details than _____________. 



5. Answer these questions:- 

i) Why do maps have minor distortions? 

ii) Write two features of the meridians of longitudes. 

 

REVISION - 2       

1. Choose the correct options:- 

i) Deserts receive very little ________________. 

a) Sunlight   b) rainfall 

ii) ______________are the most populated landforms. 

a) Plains    b) hills 

iii) The _____________ lies near the north and south poles. 

a) Torrid Zone   b) Frigid Zone 

iv) Places close to the ______________ receive more sunlight. 

a) Coast    b) Equator 

 

2. Name the following:- 

i) Plains formed by river Ganga. 

ii) Animal life in a particular region. 

iii) Low lying areas between mountains and hills. 

iv) Small water body in a desert. 

 

3. Fill in the blanks:-  

i) Landforms are also known as _____________. 

ii) ______________dunes are found in a desert. 

iii) ______________is the presence of water vapour or moisture in 

the air. 

 

4. Answer these questions:- 

i) How are landforms created? 

ii) How is climate different from weather? 

 

5. Draw a diagram to show different climatic zones and label 

them. 

 

 


